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Hello & Welcome to your
june 2020 Astrology Magazine Bumper
Edition.

PATRICK ARUNDELL

Welcome to June. An absolutely
momentous month.
The Sun clashes with Mars and
Neptune, we have two very
significant Eclipses and Mercury
joins with Venus, Jupiter, Saturn
and Pluto in Retrograde.
Scandals can explode into the
open, simmering frustrations
boil over, a fight for the truth
and for many a desire to
reconnect and socialise with
loved ones.
Good communication and
sensitivity to others’ feelings
can be the key to making
progress, but as is staying clear
and fair minded.

from
the editor...

ALYSSA ARUNDELL

This Month sees a
Sagittarius Lunar Eclipse
on the 5th and a Cancer
Solar Eclipse on the 21st.
What can you expect from
this? Patrick shares how
this can affect us in his
deep dive videos...
You can also delve into
your specific Zodiac Sign
to see what the Month of
June holds for you.
Please also join me in this
magazine for your
Monthly Tarot Card
Reading - this Month we
explore the Wheel of
Fortune!
Love Alyssa x

Warmest wishes, Patrick
www.patrickarundell.com

SAGITTARIUS LUNAR ECLIPSE
JUNE 5TH 2020 + ZODIAC SIGN
FORECASTS
The Penumbral Lunar Eclipse or Strawberry Full Moon of
5th May, pushes injustices into the open. Scandals can be
revealed.

CANCER SOLAR ECLIPSE JUNE
21ST 2020 + ZODIAC SIGN
FORECASTS
The Annular Cancer Solar Eclipse of 21st June urges us to
hold tight the benefits of emotional health and nurture in the
next six months.

The Asteroids of Astrology
The Planets, our Zodiac Sign and Houses in our Birth Charts
can all have an impact on us, but did you also know that
Asteroids can add an extra dimension to understanding our
personalities? Like Planets there are hundreds of Asteroids
but here we will explore the main Asteroids that we can work
with, to understand ourselves even further.

Vesta In Mythology Vesta is the Roman Goddess of The
Sacred Flame. In Ancient Rome the Vestal Virgins were the
keepers of a symbolic flame and were to keep it burning at all
times. This flame was a symbol of sexuality and fertility as
well as a life force energy. Astrologically, Vesta the Asteroid
helps us to focus on one specific goal, or even person for that
matter.
The House that Vesta resides in, in our chart can show us
the areas in life that we are most likely to be most selfsacrificing. It can also highlight to us the areas of focus that
we should keep our inner flame burning around. An example
of how Vesta shows up in our chart is as follows; Sometimes
a man gets married to a woman and they decide to start a
family together, only to have daughters and he find that he is
surrounded by females.
It is also common to find Vesta in female-dominated
professions like women’s magazines or in airlines, where a
male pilot flies the plane and female flight attendants
outnumber him. Richard Branson himself has Vesta at 10
degrees Taurus (business) with an airline company named
Virgin no less, this is how literal astrology can sometimes
present itself!

Pallas Athene - From the burning flames of Vesta, we now
move onto the Warrior that is Pallas Athene. In Ancient
Greek Mythology Athena was the Goddess of wisdom,
strategy and battle. Although she was the ‘Warrior Queen’
she was known to prefer to settle disputes through logic and
detachment rather than resorting to war.
Pallas Athene can represent our relationships with our
Fathers, Athena herself did not know her own Mother and
held many ‘typically masculine’ characteristics – she was
also said to have been Zeus’s favourite child.
Astrologically, Pallas Athena shows us where in our charts
that we have the ability to be the most objective and enables
us to see how best we can get from A to B, as well as how
we can use our feminine energy to overcome challenges
and how our relationships with our paternal figure can be.
Pallas Athena is feminine but the placement of where it lives
is also where we are likely to see where the feminine is
sublimated in favour of the masculine.

For example, if this asteroid has a difficult aspect, this can
be reflective of a woman who talks about her ‘balls of steel’
or a man who talks the ‘big talk’ about how super-macho he
is. It is an over-identification in this sense. If the aspect is
under identified, the opposite could be true, creating an
individual who acts overly submissive.
Ceres Daughter of Saturn and Rhea, Ceres was the
Goddess of agriculture and harvest in Roman Mythology.
We may also know her as Demeter from Ancient Greece.
She was the Mother of Persephone the Goddess who was
abducted by Pluto/Hades.
Ceres was distraught when her daughter was stolen, and
eventually Persephone fell in love with her capture.
Persephone was allowed to return home to Earth from the
Underworld for a few months each year.
In the months that Persephone was away Ceres mourned
and thus winter was created. Ceres was caring of her
daughter and this asteroid represents our relationships with
our Mothers.

For example, depending on where Ceres is in our chart it
can indicate the manner in which we will nurture others in
adulthood.
Someone with strong nurturing tendencies may want to
enter the nursing profession or a caregiver role in some
other capacity.
The lack of nurturing or encouragement in these areas from
one’s mother could drive us to seek such elsewhere and if it
feels missing or difficult, it can cause emotional trauma and
even a potential identity crises.
If we do feel as though there is something missing in our
lives, we may not always find it easy to identify, if this has
something to do with our Ceres placement.
We do also need to be aware of our communication with
Ceres, as we could, depending on our placement, end up
trying to nurture others in the way we need to be nurtured,
instead of seeing what another person actually needs.

Juno - in Roman Mythology is the Goddess of marriage,
also known as Hera in Ancient Greece. Juno was married to
the highest of the Gods Jupiter in Rome and Zeus in
Greece. Zeus had many affairs which led to manipulation,
revenge and jealousy, but still Juno/Hera stayed in the
relationship. Astrologically Juno relates to equality and
balance in relationships.
As well as the need for commitment, intimacy and passion.
She also represents sexuality within a committed
relationship. Juno corresponds to a relationship where both
partners support each other’s personal growth. Juno’s
location in our chart can give clues about the life partner we
could be with and shows us what our needs are if we are to
be happy in a relationship.
We could pick our partners based on our Venus and Mars
signs, but technically they might not always reflect what’s
best for us. Juno on the other hand could highlight the
compatibility of someone we can be 90 years old with, a
soul mate of sorts. However, any distorted energy in this
location can relate to fears of betrayal and abandonment
within these relationships.

Monthly Horoscopes for all Signs - june 2020

Aries 21 March - 20 April
As a dynamic sign that loves action, you may feel
frustrated by the slower pace of events. The Lunar
Eclipse on June 5th, can find you eager for a
breakthrough and a chance to take on new
challenges.
As the focus shifts to your family zone, the coming
weeks are more a time of preparation for making a
bigger splash. The Solar Eclipse on the 21st, can
see you moving ahead with homely projects. But
with Mars in Aries from week three, you’ll be ready
to roll.

Taurus 21 April - 21 May
With Venus your guide planet rewinding until
week three, continue to take care around money
matters and avoid hasty moves. This, and a
lunation across your financial axis on June 5th,
might push you to review spending and make
decisions that enhance security.
As your sector of talk and thought is emphasized
by the Solar Eclipse on the 21st, it’s a good time
to get moving on an idea that could have a very
positive impact over coming months.

Gemini 22 May - 21 June
Has a relationship issue marred your ability to
connect with another? This month you may get to
grips with this, and be ready to clear the air. A
surge of emotion brought about by the Lunar
Eclipse on the 5th, could find you talking about
your feelings, and it is this that might make the
difference.
With Mercury rewinding on the 17th, getting to
grips with money matters can also boost your
mood, with the Solar Eclipse on the 21st bringing
new hope and a fresh financial start.

Cancer 22 June - 23 July
This month brings the chance of a much needed
reset, so that your routines become more finely
tuned, with greater productivity and more time to
unwind and recharge. The Sun/Moon opposition
on the 5th, can push you to take charge of those
areas of life that aren’t working so well.
It’s also a chance to tie up loose ends so that
when the Sun enters your sign on June 21st,
you’ll be ready for a new start. The Solar Eclipse
in week three could compel you to take a big
step forward.

Leo 24 July - 23 August
You may become aware of those who are worth
their weight in gold, and others in your social
circle who you could do without Leo.
The Lunar Eclipse on the 5th, may find you
gradually letting go of certain contacts, and
connecting more deeply with others.
From June 21st, you’ll enter a time of completion,
with the Solar Eclipse inspiring you to let go of
whatever no longer serves. Releasing emotional
baggage and finding closure on key issues can
pave the way for a new beginning.

Virgo 24 August - 23 September
Ready to take a place in the spotlight? The Sun
in your sector of goals along with an Eclipse on
June 5th, can enhance your standing and
reputation. This lunar phase also encourages
you to balance work and family time so that
everyone is happy.
As lively Mercury rewinds from June 17th, you
could connect to someone from the past which
might lead to you renewing a friendship. Ready
to move in new circles? An encounter around
June 21st, could have quite an impact.

Libra 24 September - 23 October
A project of yours could reach a stunning
conclusion around June 5th, leaving you pleased
at your level of success. Any experience
gained might be useful for other plans, and find
you better equipped to tackle them.
As the Sun moves into your sector of goals and
ambition from June 21st, this is your time to
shine Libra. Although current retrograde planets
can slow things down, you are still in a good
position to make steady progress and to push
ahead with a key goal or ambition.

Scorpio 24 October - 22 November
A potent lunar phase on June 5th, can inspire
you to pare back spending and create a budget
that leaves you in control. With Jupiter and Pluto
travelling together in reverse, a key decision may
bring dynamic change.
Do you need to review a project in progress?
Cutting out anything unnecessary could simplify
things and make it easier to succeed. From week
three, be ready to aim high and to grasp a golden
opportunity that can be so good for you.

Sagittarius 23 November - 21 December
A relationship could sparkle with promise and
grow stronger, even if you have faced certain
challenges. While there is potential for mixed
messages, understanding can grow the more
you are willing to talk about your feelings.
You may be aware that something needs to shift
though Archer, and an Eclipse in week three in
your sector of transformation and rebirth, could
trigger a decision to let go of something that is
holding you back. You certainly won’t regret it.

Capricorn 22 December - 20 January
Do you need more balance in your life? The early
part of the month can coincide with events that
encourage you to achieve it. Finding the time to
relax and recharge is just as important as
accomplishing your goals, and you may do better
in all ways if you make this a priority.
Relationships are also key to your happiness,
and the Solar Eclipse in week three can coincide
with a decision that could bring you closer to
someone, or perhaps find you turning over a new
leaf.

Aquarius 21 January - 19 February
The dynamic lunation on June 5th, looks to be an
excellent time to promote your skills or an
enterprise, as others could become interested in
what you have to offer. Looking for romance? An
encounter can sizzle with promise, but even so,
take things one step at a
time.
Have a bold plan in mind? Week three might be
the best time to set it in motion, as a potent Solar
Eclipse enables it to get off to the best possible
start. If you need extra mind-power, Mars in Aries
can deliver.

Pisces 20 February - 20 March
The Sun in your family zone inspires you to
reflect on the best path forward, especially at the
time of the Lunar Eclipse on June 5th. It may
become obvious what needs to change, and
going ahead can find you happier all round.
From week three, your creative and
entrepreneurial side are more in focus, and with
a turbo-charged New Moon on June 21st, this
might be the perfect time to showcase your
special talents. With a sound strategy,
positive progress is possible.

Please visit my new
personal horoscope
store

Book your Personal Consultation
My Live Telephone Spiritual Consultants

Why not enjoy a 1 to 1

I

Book a FREE PHONE Appointment all Countries
Personal
Consultation
with me?
100% Money
Back Guarantee!
by Credit/Debit
Card... since 1995
have been aPay
Professional
Astrologer

and would be delighted to be of assistance.

Call Free UK:
0800 0678 738
(29p min)
Call Toll Free USA:
1877 236 4820
(59 Cents Min)

Call Worldwide:
+44 1635 000 890
(59 Cents Min)
Call Free Canada:
1877 236 4816
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Directions
bringing
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Pay by Credit/Debit Card...

I use Skype for readings and this way I can
share my screen with you and show you how
the planets are impacting on your situation. All
consultations are recorded and shared at the
conclusion of the reading.
For best results for recording a Skype
Consultation please use Desktop or a Tablet, if
possible.
*If you choose a 60 Minute reading, I will also
prepare you a FREE 12 Month Personal
Horoscope Report which will be emailed after
the reading.

Please click/tap here to Book your
Personal Consultation

WHAT PEOPLE ARE
SAYING...
ONLINE REACH
YouTube Subscription - 73.2*
YouTube Views - 23 million
Instagram Followers 11k*

LATEST TESTIMONIALS
“27th May 2020, X – Atlanta, USA – “My reading with Patrick was amazing!! He provided
a wealth of information that allowed me to understand what’s been happening in my
life. He also provided detailed information on what’s to come. I’ve been feeling really
hopeless and like a complete failure lately. I can truly say Patrick has started me on my
journey to heal. He really breaks down my chart to the root. A reading like no other. I
got A LOT more than expected. Thanks Patrick!!”
27th May 2020, K – Bolton, UK – “Absolutely phenomenal. So knowledgeable and
really helped me map out the next few months. Had obviously put an awful lot of time
and effort into preparing too and made me feel so at ease with his relaxed manner and
way of describing events. Great at explaining and the perfect pace. Will be coming
back for more! A huge recommend and such value for money.”
“24th May 2020, J – Indiana, USA – “Patrick, thanks so much for the patience and skill
you showed in delivering my reading. I have thought about several of the key points
that you brought to me in the reading. Your help is much appreciated!”
23rd May 2020, M – Michigan, USA – “Awesome rewarding. Extremely knowledgeable
and well versed. Was a pleasure to have a session with Patrick. Will return for an
update next year!”

Please click here to discover more...

MONTHLY HOROSCOPE VIDEOS JUNE 2020

WITH PATRICK ARUNDELL

Welcome to my Monthly Horoscope Videos.
Please CLICK on your ZODIAC SIGN BELOW for your FREE
Horoscope Video Reading.
Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio,
Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius and Pisces...
please click here to view

MONTHLY TAROT VIDEOS JUNE 2020

WITH ALYSSA ARUNDELL

Welcome to my Monthly Tarot Videos.
Please CLICK on your ZODIAC SIGN BELOW for your FREE
Horoscope Video Reading.
Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio,
Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius and Pisces...
please click here to view

WHAT PEOPLE ARE
SAYING...
LATEST TESTIMONIALS
16th April 2020, P – Gozo – “Had an amazing session with Alyssa yesterday she’s lovely
I really find her inspiring and uplifting. Alyssa was great she displays a lovely sensitivity
and really listens."
23rd April 2020, HT – New Zealand – “Thank you so much for the absolutely delightful
reading!! So much information to consider that is relevant to me and my
attitude/feelings etc to a new relationship. Thank you again and I look forward to
having you read for me again soon.”
17th April 2020, D – New Zealand – “I recently had the pleasure of connecting with
Alyssa, after many months of viewing her Social Media presence via Instagram. Alyssa
is warm, genuine and displays a profound balance of attributes that are congruent
with one you would expect to find in this field.
Alyssa is incredibly knowledgeable and infused with an ‘’Old Soul’’ essence of wisdom
and aptitudes that I find evolutionary. Alyssa provides a very professional and
confidential service that incorporates both business and personal etiquette. My
confidence in her ability to deliver a flow of information and knowledge throughout
the entire session was greatly rewarded!”
16th April 2020, R – Surrey, England – “Alyssa, thank you for my readings over the
years. You are my ‘go to’ person and are always on point. I like the way you deliver
information in an uplifting yet accurate way. I always know I am safe in your hands.
Thank you for everything.”

june 2020 MONTHLY
TAROT CARD READING
Looking at the image for
The Wheel of Fortune could
make the most hardened
rollercoaster fan’s stomach
feel a bit queasy.
The image shows assorted
figures going round and
round, up and down, on
what appears to be a giant
hamster wheel. It’s obvious
no figure stays in the same
place for long; if they start at
the top, the wheel turns and
they end up on the bottom.
In comparison, a figure that
starts off at the lowest point
can find themself looking
down on the world from the
highest spot. It’s enough to
make anyone feel giddy.

Upright, the Wheel of Fortune is a generally optimistic
card, as long as we are willing to try something new. The
Wheel of Fortune tends to suggest that one aspect of our
lives is about to draw to a close in a gentle manner,
whilst a new chapter in life awaits us.
The reason for this change is likely to be outside our
control, but as long as we accept this, the results will be
positive. Battling to restore the status quo will get us
nowhere, this change is unavoidable. If we think that
we'd like some reassurance that everything really is
going to plan, we keep an eye out for coincidences and
synchronicity in our lives and around us.
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Back Guarantee!
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Coach using the Spiritual Development tools
of Oracle, Angel, Tarot and Crystals.

Call Free UK:
0800 0678 738
(29p min)
Call Toll Free USA:
1877 236 4820
(59 Cents Min)

Call Worldwide:
+44 1635 000 890
(59 Cents Min)
Call Free Canada:
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My Live Telephone Spiritual Consultants
All consultations
are recorded and shared at the
conclusion of the reading. I offer the following – LIVE
Book a FREE PHONE Appointment all Countries
1-to-1 Readings by Skype (recorded & shared at
100% Money Back Guarantee!
conclusion), Recorded
Video Readings
Pay by Credit/Debit
Card...and Written
Readings.

*Readings: 60 Min £70
30 Min £40
20 Min £30

Please click/tap here to Book your
Personal Consultation

August MONTHLY TAROT CARD READING

Sometimes the most obvious answer is
the right one, and yes, when the Strength
card appears, it can simply be that our
physical condition is improving, which is
why it is so welcome to those who have
suffered poor health.
Of course, if tarot cards were that
straight forward everyone would be a
tarot reader, so we need to think about
strength in a more profound way.

